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Abstract: There is increasing interest in evaluating biodiversity to preserve ecosystem services. Researchers can sustain policymakers by providing tools, such as indexes and indicators, that need constant implementation to become accepted standards. Implementation may vary from re-evaluation of existing indicators to introduction of new ones based on emerging threats to biodiversity. With the aim of contributing to the compelling need to estimate and counterbalance pollinator loss, we screened existing bioindicators. We first selected indexes/indicators applied to agricultural contexts and concurrently endorsed by a regulatory agency. We then extended our analysis to indexes/indicators based on arthropod taxa and formally recognized at least by national bodies. Our procedure identified a combination of surveys of various animal taxa and remote landscape analyses (e.g., using a GIS and other cartographic tools). When the animals are arthropods, most indexes/indicators can only address confined environments (e.g., grasslands, riversides). Indicator strength was improved by the simultaneous inclusion of biotic and abiotic components. Pollinator sensitivity to changes at micro-habitat level is widely appreciated and may help distinguish agricultural practices. A biodiversity index based on pollinators, including a wide monitoring scheme supplemented by citizen science, is currently fostered at the European level. The results obtained using such an index may finally enable focusing of strategic funding. Our analysis will help to reach this goal.
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1. Introduction

The biodiversity of the agroecosystems is becoming crucial in European legislation as a key to tackle food security, human and environmental health and climate change. Biodiversity conservation has been introduced among the specific objectives of the European Common Agriculture Policy (CAP). The full title, maintained in the current version of the CAP, is “Contribute to the protection of biodiversity, enhance ecosystem services and preserve habitats and landscape” [1,2]. A complex system of indicators (of context, impact, result and output) has been implemented in subsequent CAP schemes. These indicators are basic tools for addressing EU achievements, especially those linked to rural development programs (RDPs). When biodiversity is no longer just a matter of scientific enquiry, it is necessary to discriminate between existing tools and/or promote development of new ones tailored to policy. These tools need to have a scientific background, but they also need to adjust to widely accepted economic and political
criteria. They therefore need to be endorsed (i.e., tested by a scientific regulatory agency) and/or officially recognized (i.e., included in an existing regulation). Endorsement and/or official recognition can vary from one country to another, and information in the grey literature and national languages may be difficult to collect. At the European level, a superimposed list of tools may need to be included in national regulations.

For example, measuring biodiversity in agricultural systems has been tackled by previous versions of CAP through the Farmland Bird Index (FBI—impact indicator I.08 for CAP 2014–2020) and High Nature Value farming (HNV—impact indicator I.09 for CAP 2014–2020) [3]. FBI has been a pioneer among indexes, addressing farmland birds as elements of the quality of farmed environments. Birds are considered optimal subjects because they are near the top of the food chain. They have therefore been monitored and trends identified over the course of time through on-site bird surveys. The concept of HNV farming was established in the early 1990s [4–6] and refers to farming systems that favor biodiversity by traditional agricultural practices applied to wide areas. Rural development measures to preserve and develop HNV farming were fostered, and an impact indicator, mostly based on land cover and farming criteria, was applied. Depending on its employment, the index components may vary [7]. These indexes did not prove to be perfectly suited to the aims of CAP when it came to evaluating individual farm performance and RDPs. HNV farming will not be included in CAP post-2020 [8]. Furthermore, although FBI proved satisfactory at regional/national level, it was less relevant to local rural development measures [9]. Bird biology, based on areas usually larger than target farms, could be unsuitable for understanding the biodiversity of small–medium enterprise (SME) properties. With the specific objective mentioned above, CAP post-2020 establishes three indexes for biodiversity protection. FBI (now impact indicator I.18) will be retrieved as a proxy with a view to increasing farmland bird populations. Another indicator that will be employed is I.19, “Percentage of species and habitats of Community interest related to agriculture with stable or increasing trends”, which assesses the trends of habitats and species listed in the relevant Habitats Directive annexes, on the basis of a strong connection between the presence and persistence of such species and habitats, and the sustainability and good environmental quality of a given agricultural ecosystem. The third indicator is I.20, “Agricultural land with landscape features”, that estimates the area of landscape features of farmland (as a percentage of shared Utilized Agricultural Area—UAA). Landscape features that support biodiversity and ecosystem services, such as hedgerows, patches of trees, woodland, ponds, water bodies, streams and moderately managed areas like field margins, may be included. The unit of measurement, based almost entirely on cartographic information, has yet to be defined, but will hopefully remedy the lack of acknowledgement of farm-level RDPs for biodiversity improvement. I.19 and I.20 are not fully defined but will certainly be implemented through national/transnational debate. Despite intensive research, not all the indicators for evaluating the resulting impact of RDPs have yet been identified.

In recent decades, the relevance of other groups of animals, grouped under the term pollinators, acquired eminence when discussing biodiversity loss. In temperate areas, pollinators are mainly insects belonging to the orders Hymenoptera (especially bees), Diptera (especially hoverflies) and Lepidoptera (especially butterflies). Other insect groups (moths, beetles) and birds are also included. Merging with the above, an index on pollinators may soon be included in the list of indicators related to biodiversity. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) released an assessment [10] intended to underline how closely pollinators are linked to agricultural productivity and food production. The assessment also fosters national pollinator strategies and action plans, since despite their importance, pollinators constantly bear the brunt of human activity. Since pollinators are a fundamental component of ecosystems, pressure on them needs to be monitored and quantified. The EU Pollinators Initiative began in 2018 and focused on the loss of wild pollinators and the possible consequences of losing wildflower species linked to them. It also focuses on the
fact that a large part of annual agricultural production depends directly on insect pollinators. Some of the actions in the report [11] are particularly consistent with the context of our work: Action 1—Support monitoring and assessment; Action 5—Improve pollinator habitats on and around farmland. Accordingly, the EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030 focuses on reversing the decline of pollinators [12], and the European Parliament has asked for a pollinator index to be included in CAP post-2020 [13]. The term pollinators includes many animal species and groups, all of which are insects at temperate latitudes. For specific insect groups that are also pollinators, e.g., butterflies [14] and syrphid flies [15], indexes/indicators already exist. However, there is not yet an index/indicator comprehensive for all pollinator species. The “Proposal for an EU Pollinator Monitoring Scheme” (EU-PoMS; [16]) intends to implement a cost-effective core scheme to foster EU national monitoring of all essential pollinators (wild bees, butterflies, hoverflies, moths, rare and threatened pollinator species) by standardized methods, to create a sound scientific base for “a general EU indicator of the status and trends of pollinators and a CAP-specific indicator to evaluate the impacts of Common Agricultural Policy on pollinators and pollination” [16]. This proposal will soon be tested in the field in a pilot study.

At the Italian level, the 2019 Directive on the conservation of biodiversity of the Ministry for Environment, Land and Sea Protection [17] provided funding and enhanced research on pollinator populations in Italian National Parks, with special acknowledgement of threats driven by agricultural practices. ISPRA (Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale—the Italian institute for environmental protection and research) highlights the complexity of using pollinators as indicators of environmental health and proposes an approach involving in situ sampling followed by simplified identification of samples, without reaching the rank of species [18]. Other projects focusing on pollinator diversity have been funded in Italy, and our research group is involved in two of them: the European LIFE 4 POLLINATORS (LIFE18 GIE/IT000755), led by the University of Bologna, and the national BeeNet, led by CREA (Research Centre for Agriculture and Environment). One of the objectives of the former is to define the protocol of a new biodiversity indicator for assessing rural development plans [19] through pollinator monitoring and direct involvement of farmers in the Emilia-Romagna region. The main objective of the latter is to extend a large regional monitoring scheme for honeybees and wild bees to the whole of Italy. These projects will help to fill gaps in our understanding of pollinator ecology, especially that of bees (Apoidea, [16]), since we are lacking much information on species-specific requirements. This is in line with the European situation described in the European Red List, where about 56% of pollinator species are “data deficient” [20].

Since our long-term goal is to define an indicator based on pollinators and since we are directly involved in national and European projects, we decided to investigate existing indicators and their characteristics. We considered their scientific status and current political–legal acceptance. We started with indicators already used to investigate biodiversity and continued with those focused on arthropods, assuming a similarity of these animals with pollinators active in temperate areas.

2. Materials and Methods

We conducted a search of the literature on official websites of the regulatory agencies: scientific agencies responsible for the development and endorsement of indicators and political agencies responsible for the recognition of biodiversity indicators in regional, national and European legislation. We surveyed webpages and reports of the European Environment Agency (EEA), the ETC on Biological Diversity (ETC/BD), the Directorate General for Environment and Directorate General for Agriculture and Rural Development (European Commission), identifying the main indicators related to our goal. At the national level, we included the indexes and/or indicators mentioned in the Italian “Testo Unico Ambientale” [21], a text adopting numerous European directives on environmental
issues; we surveyed protocols drawn up by ISPRA. We also perused any scientific literature directly linked to the indexes/indicators.

2.1. Definitions and Criteria

During our search, it emerged that the terms index/indicator are employed differently depending on the context (ecological, political, etc.), especially the term indicator, usage of which can vary widely [22]. For our purposes, we define the terms as follows:

- “Index” is an instrument that sets a value to describe a measurable phenomenon (e.g., the value of a sampled population in relation to the expected value).
- “Indicator” is a more complex and often composite tool for evaluating a phenomenon that cannot be measured directly.

Since our goal was to weigh information included in indexes/indicators used to evaluate the efficacy of biodiversity and national funding in agricultural contexts, and with a view to developing a pollinator indicator, we selected indexes/indicators based on two criteria:

- Their present or past potential to reflect biodiversity in agroecosystems;
- Their proximity to arthropod lifestyles.

To select indexes/indicators reflecting the first point, we surveyed official documents at the European and national level because whatever a new pollinator indicator might include, it must be suitable for future applications in fields that are not purely scientific. Since Italy is a European member state, European legislation and its indicators had to be considered. In some cases, however, they are applied flexibly, and national documents may explain how. Regarding the second criterion, we selected indexes/indicators already included in Italian national/regional regulation on arthropods or already considered to be bio-indicator organisms, at least by Italian government agencies. This second criterion refers to the fact that in temperate latitudes, pollination is mainly carried out by insects [16]. Bees, hoverflies and butterflies are constant visitors to flowers, where they forage for resources such as pollen and nectar. Like other insects, pollinator ranges of activity may be limited spatially and strongly influenced by vegetation/landscape characteristics. Some indicators referring to spatial context were therefore also considered here.

2.2. Parameters

We analyzed the indexes/indicators on the basis of:

1. **Taxonomic groups**: We indicated the taxa of the study species and their ecological/biological similarity with pollinator lifestyles.
2. **Monitoring type**: Monitoring can be ongoing at regular intervals so that data for the indicator flows from the monitoring dataset itself, or it can be spot data collection for specific needs and comparison with existing information on the subject.
3. **Spatial and habitat context**: We defined the spatial scale (regional, local, codified habitats, portions of habitats) and the parameters used to define it (arbitrary or ecological, i.e., application of a rigid sampling scheme, adaptation of the sampling scheme to land characteristics, individual case studies).
4. **Background**: We evaluated the amount of ecological/biological knowledge on the study species, (i.e., is there an expected population/list of species typical of a given habitat in the absence of disturbance?)
5. **Sampling effort and level of taxonomic identification**: We identified the type of sampling protocol and subsequent taxonomic effort, the taxonomic level of identification and the skills required for these activities.
6. **Final output**: We underlined how outputs are reported (i.e., descriptive, ratio or class/category).
3. Results

3.1. Selected Indicators

Here we describe the nine indexes/indicators we selected, providing with information regarding their position in the European/national context (Figure 1):

- **Farmland Bird Index (FBI)** originates from widespread European monitoring of birds and targets common species more closely connected with agricultural environments. It has been widely used at the European level [23] and applied differently in various CAP proposals, until the recent CAP post-2020 [1,2]. In CAP 2014–2020 [3], it was incorporated as an impact indicator (I.08) and as a context indicator (C.35). In proposed CAP post-2020 [1,2] it is retained as an impact indicator (I.18). At the Italian level, data begins from the period 2000–2005 with a report linked to national rural development plans 2007–2013 [23].

- **High Nature Value Farming (HNV)** is related to the concept that European low intensity farming systems contribute more to the preservation of biodiversity. However, development of an indicator proved difficult, since HNV applies to totally different landscapes in different countries, and the results were contradictory. HNV was applied until CAP 2014–2020 [3]. Like FBI, it was incorporated as an impact indicator (I.09) and as a context indicator (C.37) in CAP 2014–2020 but will be discontinued.

- **CAP post-2020 I.19 (I.19)** is a newly introduced indicator [1,2], expected to enhance biodiversity protection. It is based on species and habitats and their trends. No technical information is yet available.

- **CAP post-2020 I.20 (I.20)** is a newly introduced indicator [1,2], expected to enhance provision of ecosystem services. It refers to the share of UAA with given landscape features. No technical information is yet available.

---

**Figure 1.** Relative position of selected indicators when considering their recognition and/or endorsement in current legislations (national and/or international). In the green circle fall those indicators including (at least some) groups of pollinators. This image has been designed using resources from Flaticon.com (authors of icons: Freepik, Eucalyp, Darius Dan, surang, geotatah).
• **Grassland Butterfly Index (GBI)** is based on European species trends and, when applied at the European level, on supranational species trends [24]. Different European countries started monitoring in a random way, some in just a few regions/areas, the oldest data being collected in the UK in 1976. Italy started monitoring recently as part of the pilot project ABLE (Assessing Butterflies in Europe; [25]) and the data collected are still preliminary. GBI is mentioned in the Strategic Plan 2020–2024 of the DG Environment as an indicator of result (2.2; [26]).

• **Freshwater macrobenthos index (STAR ICMI)** has a complex name because it is the product of the transnational project, STAR (Standardisation of river classifications: Framework method for calibrating different biological survey results against ecological quality classifications to be developed for the Water Framework Directive; [27]). It includes multimetric indexes (normalized and weighted metrics) concerning the fresh water macrobenthos. In Italy, this indicator has been studied by ISPRA that prepared a technical handbook [28]. Italian legislation started by incorporating some water monitoring parameters [21] but now also includes this indicator [29].

• **Soil Macrobenthos Index (QBS-ar)** is based on the functional traits of all organisms that have developed morphfunctional structures to live in soil. Convergence of characters is therefore expected and is the point of focus. The environment is soil, and the organisms are various arthropods in their adult and larval stages. This indicator is applied at the regional level in Italy and has been described in detail by ARPA Piedmont (Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione Ambientale; [30]). To our knowledge, it has not yet been included in European monitoring or indicators.

• “**Syrph the Net**” (StN) is a large database proposed to evaluate ecosystems on the basis of the presence of syrphid flies in relation to what is to be expected in a given environment (based on CORINE and EUNIS systems). Martin Speight has been the promoter of the site and the system. Syrphids are potentially very good bioindicators due to their many species and adaptations, relatively easy identification and stable taxonomy. In Italy, ISPRA prepared a manual [15] with indications on how to collect and evaluate data.

• “**Ground Beetle Index**” (GrB): Carabids are frequently used to indicate habitat alterations, since the species are expected to react to disturbance according to whether they have generalist or specialist lifestyles. Carabid beetles are well known taxonomically and ecologically and have been used widely in different studies. Their use has also been criticized (reviewed in [31]). In Italy, they are employed for regional biodiversity assessment, especially by national environment protection agencies who have also prepared a technical handbook [32].

3.2. Selected Indicators: Details

Details of our analysis of the indicator parameters follow and are summarized in Table 1.

1. **Taxonomic groups.** Among the nine indexes/indicators, we found almost all taxa of pollinators active at temperate latitudes. We considered the taxa of pollinators included in the recent EU guidelines on pollinator monitoring [16]: e.g., bees, butterflies, flies and beetles. GBI, HNV and L19 focus on butterflies; StN and L19 include hoverflies (the full list has not yet been completed; [33]) and L19 also includes bees. Only a few species of beetles are recognized as pollinators, and they are currently not considered in any indicator (GrB focuses on ground-living species). Pollinators are rarely included, and not all groups are considered in the same indicator or at the same taxonomic level. The only exception could be L19, though it only includes threatened species. The indicators incorporating butterflies and hoverflies include all species at the species level since knowledge of these groups is good.
Table 1. Main characteristics of the nine indicators. For STAR ICMi, *various* indicates Anellida, Arthropoda, Bryozoa, Cnidaria, Mollusca, Nematoda, Nemertea, Porifera, Rotatoria, Platyhelminthes; for QBS-ar, *various* indicates Arachnida, Chilopoda, Diplopoda, Insecta, Malacostraca, Pauropoda, Symphyla.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index/Indicator</th>
<th>Taxonomic Groups</th>
<th>Pollinators Included?</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Monitoring Type</th>
<th>Spatial/Habitat Context</th>
<th>Final Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Aves</td>
<td>not in temperate areas</td>
<td>regular (annual schedule)</td>
<td>yes, European</td>
<td>regional</td>
<td>species abundance ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNV</td>
<td>Aves, Insecta</td>
<td>yes, butterflies</td>
<td>regular (but depending on cartographic system updates)</td>
<td>depending on cartography employed</td>
<td>regional/local</td>
<td>% area ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.19</td>
<td>any endangered living species</td>
<td>yes, butterflies, syrphid flies, Apoidea</td>
<td>regular (but depending on cartographic system updates)</td>
<td>depending on cartography employed</td>
<td>regional/local</td>
<td>% area ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.20</td>
<td>various</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>regular (but depending on cartographic system updates)</td>
<td>depending on cartography employed</td>
<td>regional/local</td>
<td>% area ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAR ICMi</td>
<td>various</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>regular (every 5 years, with 3–4 replicates during the year of monitoring)</td>
<td>yes, European</td>
<td>portion of habitats</td>
<td>abundance classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBI</td>
<td>Insecta (Lepidoptera)</td>
<td>yes, butterflies</td>
<td>regular (annual schedule)</td>
<td>yes, European</td>
<td>codified habitats</td>
<td>abundance ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Order</td>
<td>Presence/Absence</td>
<td>Local Abundance</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBS-ar</td>
<td>various</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>local</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StN</td>
<td>Syrphidae</td>
<td>yes, syphid flies</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>local</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrB</td>
<td>Carabidae</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>local</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Birds are the only vertebrates that emerged among existing indicators. We have already mentioned their role in agroecosystems. At temperate latitudes, few cases of ornithophilous pollination have been documented [34]. There have been occasional reports of birds feeding on flower nectar [35]. The ecological importance of bird–flower visitation in Europe is still uncertain, especially for plant reproductive output; however, effective pollination has been confirmed for several native and exotic plant species [36,37].

2. Monitoring type. Monitoring can be: (a) based on international monitoring (FBI, STAR-ICMi and GBI), (b) based on cartographic analysis, especially the Geographical Information System—GIS (HNV, I.19, I.20), or (c) the output of local sampling (QBS-ar, StN, GrB).

FBI, GBI and STAR-ICMi are based on monitoring programs defined by the European Bird Census Council (EBCC), the European Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (eBMS) and Directive 2000/60/EC, respectively. These schemes are supervised by European agencies but carried out directly and independently by each European country. They occur at constant intervals, yearly for FBI and GBI and every 5 years for STAR ICMi (which includes repetition over the course of the year). FBI and GBI collect information on any available species, but few are used to discuss trends. Instead, STAR ICMi considers the macroinvertebrate population of given stretches of river. FBI monitoring uses specific 50 km² grids, where trained observers report all records of visual recognition or birdsong; in the absence of major impediments, monitoring will be replicated at the same site in future years. The Italian regulation for the application of STAR ICMi includes all water stands, while for GBI there is no predefined grid to follow and not all grasslands are monitored. Other indicators are based on local sampling in relation to similar situations from the literature (QBS-ar, StN, GrB). In some cases, such as StN, the data of all studies using the same methods are constantly updated, thus increasing the efficacy of comparison with an expected population. The database is not linked to any national agency and does not require external funds. Contributions to the database are voluntary, and no study is funded by StN. However, even without funding, the abundance of data contributed by volunteers helps to complete the overall geographic or habitat information. QBS-ar values are interpreted on the basis of available literature concerning a given pollutant, but no dataset including the entire literature is available as in the case of StN. In Italy, CREA, ISPRA, University of Parma and the private agency Timesis s.r.l. set up a permanent working group on soil science [32]. An aim is to improve application of the index through definition of local values. Finally, GrB can only count on the technical reports of ISPRA that standardize monitoring methods but allow free interpretation of results by external experts.

Table 2 contains examples of various past and current monitoring schemes in Italy.

3. Spatial and habitat context. The spatial context is not usually part of the indicator itself but is included in the process of site selection. The most common cartographic system employed is that of the CORINE Land Cover Project (CLC). GBI and GrB use CLC to identify the areas to monitor, and likewise StN applies the CORINE European Habitat Classification System (for macrohabitats) and the EU Habitats Directive, further describing the microhabitats where syrphid larvae develop. FBI prefers a regular spatial distribution of the sampling sites, geolocated and later classified on the basis of land use and bird classes. STAR ICMi and QBS-ar use different cartographic systems, including CLC and regional ones. STAR ICMi identifies regions characterized by water/climate/rocky features. QBS-ar is especially linked to soil and pedoclimatic features: a level of detail (fourth level of CLC) would ideally be necessary, but it is not available for all areas. In a few cases or for certain studies (HNV and I.20), other cartographic systems are used, such as those of protected areas (Natura2000) or areas of special interest for certain butterfly or bird species or the threatened species cartography (I.19).
Table 2. Past and ongoing monitoring in Italy; distribution maps obtained from different sources as reported.

Example of distribution of monitoring sites for birds in Italy. Each dot indicates an agroecosystem site (10 × 10 km) where records have been taken for more (red) or less (yellow dots) than 11 years. The image (slightly modified) can be found in a national report under various authors (professional and volunteer) who collaborated with Lega Italiana per la Protezione degli Uccelli (LIPU) on the project MITO2000. The report is freely available at https://www.reterurale.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/22311 (accessed on 29 July 2021). Reference: Rete Rurale Nazionale & LIPU (2021) Farmland Bird Index nazionale e andamenti di popolazione delle specie in Italia nel periodo 2000–2020. p. 11

Example of distribution of monitoring sites for butterflies in Italy. The image can be found at https://butterfly-monitoring.net/it/mydata (accessed on 29 July 2021) (base map and data from OpenStreetMap and OpenStreetMap Foundation) and is regularly updated. The version shown is the most current version and was downloaded on 29/07/2021. Each dot represents a transect set up by professional or volunteer workers; data are transferred to the site and corresponding database by Butterfly Conservation Europe and the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology.

Example of distribution of monitoring sites for wild bees in Italy. Site selection was by the ongoing project BeeNet, in which the authors are directly involved. The sites are situated in agroecosystems, intensive and seminatural, monitored once a month by experts in 11 Italian regions.

4. Background. Knowing the ecology and biology of target species is very important. I.19 will consider extinction risk, while STAR-ICMi and QBS-ar evaluate morphological adaptations to individual microhabitats. QBS-ar will add adaptation to soil characteristics and sensitivity to pollutants, scored from 0 to 20 (eco-morphological index). StN associates species with their ecological status, assigning a code (blank-3, depending on non-preferred habitat); code 1 allows species association with a habitat when that habitat is linked to another. Syrphid flies, like butterflies, are linked to certain habitats, especially during their larval stage (not mobile), which makes prediction of species assemblages easier. Ground beetles are defined as generalist or specialist (GrB): Detailed knowledge of their diet and mobility can help define habitat alterations. Extensive knowledge of the ecological needs of different species allows selection of flag species that may provide information about the characteristics of an environment and the content of other more common species linked to it. An example is GBI, based on 10 generalist and seven specialist species that provide clues to the potential presence of about another 100 butterflies.

5. Sampling effort and taxonomic identification. Sampling effort is established by monitoring protocols, while taxonomic identification can be carried out in the field or in
the laboratory. EBCC monitoring plans include a different pool of bird species in each country (233 nesting species in Italy, although we only have enough information for the indicator in the case of 99 species). eBMS investigates 435 European butterfly species, identified at the species level directly in the field. Both are coordinated and supervised by regulatory agencies through the work of thousands of trained professional and volunteer workers. An opposite situation is that of samplings that require microscope identification in the laboratory: STAR-ICMi at family level, QBS-ar at order level and StN and GrB at the species level. QBS-ar not only identifies the order but creates 29 morpho-functional groups that couple different orders or distinguish adult and larval stages. The implementation of the citizen science (the involvement of the public/volunteers—citizen scientists—in scientific surveys) is emerging as a key to successful monitoring programs [38], which develop support materials often translated into different languages and adapted to local/regional fauna. However, this may influence the level of identification that can be reached, depending on the complexity provided by the different target organisms.

Finally, another parameter that may vary is the type of data collected: abundance (FBI, GBI, STAR-ICMi), or presence/absence (occupancy) (StN, HNV, L.19, L.20, GrB, QBS-ar).

6. Final output. Indexes usually compare a value with a reference. GBI and FBI apply a population trend (the latter since 1980 in some European countries, since 2000 in Italy). For HNV, L.19 and L.20, the reference is the entire area covered by the administration grid or the farm. It may also be a given local population (StN, STAR ICMi, GrB, FBI). Ideally, the value of the index indicates the disturbance suffered by the environment and recorded by the sampled population. FBI and GBI consider few species, as already mentioned, while StN and GrB consider all species sampled. In some cases, expert opinion is needed to interpret rough data and estimate disturbance (GrB). In other cases, indexes transform the data into a well-defined qualitative scale (STAR-ICMi), or a set of user-friendly values, so that even non-experts can compare results on a national/European basis (QBS-ar and StN).

Some indicators are better employed in association with others that describe the habitat/environment. For example, STAR ICMi helps describe the environment when considered in association with other indicators based on algae, plants and fish; chemical and physical parameters (water, pollutants) or geomorphological features. Physical/chemical parameters are also employed for QBS-ar. FBI can be coupled with the Woodland Bird Index (WBI, evaluating 18 species), All Common Species Index (CSI, 99 species) or birds especially sensitive to phytochemicals (15 widespread species and another six in specific environments). eBMS is working to define indicators for agro-environments and forests, to be coupled with GBI currently available only for grasslands.

4. Discussion

With a view to a future pollinator indicator that could integrate existing ones to survey biodiversity and to direct RDP actions, we assessed past and recent indexes/indicators used for biodiversity assessments. Indicators have become a common tool to evaluate goals, especially at government level [22]. The choice and targeting of indicators are constantly revised. Good examples are the past and current indicators used to monitor biodiversity at the European level (CAP 2014–2020 and CAP post-2020), where FBI has been retained and HNV discarded. While overall international pressure can drive the selection of some indicators, others may be employed at the national level, according to national laws or national mitigation measures to be evaluated. We therefore decided to target nine indexes/indicators applied (developed and endorsed) at the European level, at the national level (Italy) and involving other invertebrates.

Our analysis considered some index/indicator characteristics related to biological and environmental contexts, as well as their practical use. The taxonomic groups considered by the indicator, for example, may span in the entire animal kingdom.
However, the indicator must consider the dimension of the employed variable: e.g., insects can be expected to interact with the environment very differently from birds. When considering pollinators, we found that some of them are included in past (HNV) or current (GBI, StN) indicators, or predicted in indicators yet to be defined (I.19). However, not all pollinators’ groups are considered at once. Our goal was restricted to verifying how biodiversity is tackled and to what extent pollinator groups are currently included. We intentionally did not discuss here the complexity of pollinator, the ecosystem service they provide (pollination) and the interplay among these variables and the environmental characteristics (in natural or agricultural systems). For an interested reader, how published literature addresses the topic is clearly reviewed in a very recent paper [39]. The authors underlined the importance of clarifying definitions, the pollination studies’ context and the focus element of the pollination system and concluded by highlighting the need for developing comparable indicators and standardized methods.

Some efforts in the direction of standardization have been made especially concerning cartography. Martin and colleagues [40] synthesized results from 49 studies to investigate how the spatial arrangement of crop fields and associated landscape features (e.g., field margins) impacts arthropods and their functions. Advances in landscape analysis make it possible to optimize descriptions of land/soil use, albeit at different levels of detail, depending on the database used. Proper identification of landscape can no longer be excluded from monitoring plans [41], and this is also currently supported by the number of indicators that include cartographic information (Tables 1 and 2). Similarly, standardization is important to monitoring. Concerning pollinators, the EU Pollinator Monitoring Scheme [16] is addressing the issue with the contribution of experts in different pollinator groups and from different countries, placing special emphasis on the monitoring plan and procedure through the pilot project SPRING. In Italy, the national BeeNet project replicates a fixed protocol that includes concurrent monitoring of wild bees and plants in 24 agro-environments. Sites were selected in intensive or seminatural ecosystems by landscape analysis using first the standard CLC and then checking on-site actual conditions.

Our analysis highlights two critical points: the background knowledge on the target and the efforts related to sampling and taxonomic identification. For pollinators, the situation is evolving fast. Public interest has increased sharply in recent decades: society is alarmed by pollinator decrease and interested in initiatives to understand the current situation and to sustain pollinator conservation [42]. Our research team participates in the LIFE 4 POLLINATORS project, which applies some specific actions aimed at data collection on pollinators (bees, wasps, hoverflies, bees, beetles, butterflies and moths) in various environments. Direct involvement of citizens, students and farmers includes using a web-tool platform for uploading photos of pollinators visiting flowers, participation at “mini-Bioblitzes” in natural parks and application of specific observation protocols in schools, botanical gardens and farms.

Possibly the most interesting result of our survey is the inclusion of citizen science in data collection. Citizen science brings important added value that makes it possible to implement datasets for establishing trends and baselines useful for indexes/indicators of species. Some successful monitoring programs and indicators rely largely on volunteer citizen-science activity, which consists of involving the public (citizen scientists) in scientific surveys [38]. Citizen science is used widely in various fields of natural science, where the data collected are used to monitor species, trace populations, design distribution maps and define conservation and management plans [43]. As mentioned, Hymenoptera are a very complex taxonomic group and their identification may be even more difficult for citizens, due to their small size, many similar species and the lack of easy-to-use identification tools. To overcome this problem, some bee citizen-science projects focus on a single species in relation to the plant pollinated by it. An example is squash bee (Eucera (Peponapis) pruinosa (Say, 1867)) monitoring on cucurbit flowers for impacts of farm management on bee nesting [44]. Other projects rely on a single plant,
which is the selected “site” for observations quantifying the pollinator service [45]. Likewise, projects may focus on a single kind of nesting site, such as nest boxes, to limit the number of insects observed to cavity-nesting species [46]. Low taxonomic data quality is generally considered a main limitation to volunteer biodiversity monitoring. However, such data can be highly informative too, if methods and protocols are developed to allow for the inaccuracy of data provided by volunteers in place of experts [47]. Kremen et al. [48] compared the data collected on pollinators at the rank of order and superfamily by citizen scientists and bee specialists, respectively, in 17 sites; a positive correlation was found between the two datasets with regard to the difference in abundance and richness of pollinator groups between sites. The result was consistent, although citizen scientists observed only half the bee groups detected by professional scientists. The few existing citizen-science projects that monitor pollinator biodiversity in a given natural, urban or agronomic ecosystem train citizens to identify bees at a higher taxonomic rank than species, and often pool pollinator species into few easily identifiable groups [48,49]. A way to reduce errors due to misidentification is to employ a “verified method”, in which all observations collected or sent by citizens are verified by experts to increase the accuracy of the data collected [50].

Difficulties in species identification are not the same for all pollinators. Identification of syrphid flies and butterflies is very advanced, as demonstrated by the success of the indicators STN and GBI. Bees are in fact the largest group of pollinators and are also the most difficult to identify [51], due to the large number of species with very different characteristics [51,52] and difficult identification with wide variations in different countries: e.g., in Europe more species live in the Mediterranean area. Regarding identification, some help may soon come from metabarcoding techniques [53]. DNA analyses may enable us to avoid training experts in all taxa, although the support of morphological taxonomy will undoubtedly still be prominent for many years [54].

To conclude, a future pollinator indicator should include: (1) elements that deal with the reduced mobility of pollinators and thus read the landscape; (2) implementation of data collection through citizen science, thus supporting data verification and (3) spot distribution of RDP funding, considering national levels. Actual tools that incorporate information on land use into indicators need to be sharpened to include greater detail. We should also pay attention to the relationship between environmental parameters and the target taxa of pollinators. To overcome the many large gaps in our knowledge of the pollinator biology and ecology of certain species, we suggest broadening the environmental parameters, possibly by building a complex indicator based on several indexes. Among them, those more strictly linked to pollinators should be included (e.g., vegetation type, crops, agricultural practices, climatic context, etc.). In some cases, a reduced number of species could be selected. For example, species sensitive to pesticides can be the main target, or those reacting differently to certain agricultural practices. The ideal approach could be to incorporate information on the abundance and occupancy of sampled species, widening the range of endorsed methodologies.
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